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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Jordan is currently wrestling with a bold timeline of democratic reforms introduced by a royal commission in October 2021 and ratified by parliament in January. These changes could potentially transform the authoritarian kingdom into a constitutional monarchy over the next decade, and they represent the country’s most momentous reform program since martial law ended in 1989.

There are two primary obstacles. One is that the government has mitigated some of the democratic reforms by introducing its own constitutional amendments to keep significant power vested within the monarchy. Another is that widespread public apathy borne from the failure of past democratic initiatives by the palace will be difficult to overcome. Issues of inclusive representation and identity politics—not among the current reforms—need to be addressed in order to secure popular confidence in the process.

Youth activism driven by repressive abuses, economic difficulties, and political demands is a potent factor in propelling democratic changes forward and overcoming resistance from royal powerholders. Many young Jordanians, however, fear that a backlash from security agencies will sabotage the reform process and that the government will ignore the promised timeline of democratization.

The United States has an opportunity to encourage the potential democratization of one of its closest Arab allies. Yet traditional U.S. geopolitical concerns about Jordanian stability and regional crises and the close U.S. relationship with Jordan’s monarchy and intelligence agencies threaten to preclude any robust encouragement for change. The United States needs to adopt a more proactive stance by pressuring Jordan to honor its democratic commitments and realize its promise of a constitutional monarchy.

Jordan’s King Abdullah II delivers a speech during the inauguration of the 19th Parliament’s first ordinary session on November 15, 2021. Photo: Royal Hashemite Court/Flickr
Jordan has weathered an unusually trying decade. The 2011 Arab Uprisings spawned thousands of protests for economic justice and democratic accountability in the kingdom. In the years that followed the uprisings, popular dissent churned even as the kingdom struggled to absorb more than seven hundred thousand Syrian refugees and fend off Islamic State militants. The past two years have proved especially unsettling. The coronavirus pandemic immobilized an already limping economy, with official unemployment reaching 25 percent last summer, its highest rate since the early 1990s. Political troubles also consumed the first nine months of 2021. In April, palace intrigue ensnared King Abdullah II ibn Al Hussein's half-brother Prince Hamzah and other political figures in a convoluted plot of suspected coup-mongering, marking a rare episode of intrafamilial conflicts within the Hashemite dynasty spilling into the open. In May, widespread anger over Israel's displacement of Palestinians in East Jerusalem, dispersal of protests around Al-Aqsa Mosque, and massive bombardment of Gaza instigated a new cycle of popular protest. In October, the Pandora Papers leak ignited another round of public chatter about the extent of corruption among ruling political elites, despite the best efforts of authorities to suppress its reporting.

Into this tumultuous milieu came a political lightning bolt in October, when the 92-member Royal Committee to Modernize the Political System unveiled an ambitious framework of political reforms. The committee, formed by the king last June, proposed a 10-year roadmap of gradual democratization. After several months of deliberation, on October 4, the committee unveiled potential constitutional amendments regarding fairer elections, party mobilization, women's rights, youth participation, and corruption. The government, in turn, deliberated over the findings. It allowed the most important changes, such as the call for future prime ministers to be selected by parliament, to move forward, while controversially proposing its own amendments that strengthened certain monarchical powers, such as the king's ironclad control over foreign policy and security matters. In January, both the elected lower house of parliament and the royally appointed upper house ratified the constitutional amendments. The final step will be promulgation by the king.

When economic or political crises inflame public unrest, authorities seek to regain mass confidence by apologizing for the government's errors and by appointing committees to formulate seemingly dramatic reforms that ultimately turn out to be cosmetic.

Yet while the kingdom's official media heralded this process as game-changing news, many Jordanians shrugged their shoulders. They have seen this cycle of events before: When economic or political crises inflame public unrest, authorities seek to regain mass confidence by

apologizing for the government’s errors and by appointing committees to formulate seemingly dramatic reforms that ultimately turn out to be cosmetic.

Both sides have a point. Jordanian authorities understand that old survival strategies, from reshuffling governments to pontificating about future reforms, are no longer satisfying the legions of citizens that animate an ever-growing opposition, which often manifests in strident dissent through social media and grassroots protests. Conversely, youth movements and other opposition forces are right to be cynical. Every political reform campaign in the past has flopped badly, never delivering what was originally promised. Moreover, with the current episode of democratic reforms, the government has not only flanked the reform commission’s findings with its own pro-monarchical amendments, but it also has yet to discuss issues of inclusive representation and basic freedoms. These are central to democratic change but have long eluded serious treatment by the government. Jordanians of Palestinian origin—the majority of the population—must be able to feel that they wield a political voice consonant with their demographic weight, while hopeful citizens must be convinced that they can exercise a full range of political opinions without fearing arbitrary arrest or other repression.

Jordan now stands at an impasse. The core reforms endorsed by the royal committee may indeed catalyze an astonishing trajectory of democratization, or resistance from the government may entrench the existing autocratic system. How Jordan’s prospects for democracy proceed will depend upon three forces: political will from the state to honor its time-line for democratization, popular pressures from below to ensure that powerholders do not diverge from their promises, and renewed encouragement from the United States, Jordan’s biggest ally and aid donor.
II. AN UNEXPECTED COMMITTEE

Jordan’s authoritarian structure revolves around its ruling monarchy. The parliament has little authority, governments are appointed by the king rather than formed from legislative parties, and many kinds of dissent suffer repressive curbs. To be sure, violence is rare and protests are peaceful. Still, Jordan is no democracy given the vast powers held by unelected powerholders, including the monarchy and security sector, and the limited scope of civil liberties.

King Abdullah is fond of calling for more democratization in Jordan. In June 2011, as protests simmered across the country in solidarity with the Arab Uprisings, he delivered a nationally televised speech promising a constitutional monarchy. Yet official efforts toward reform during his tenure have been unimpressive. In 2005, the king installed a 27-member National Agenda committee to propose significant political changes, only to ignore most of its findings. In 2011, a 52-member National Dialogue committee convened upon his request, but it did little beyond imputing minor changes to the judiciary and election laws. The king has also frequently championed democratic rights in his writings, including public discussion papers posted on the official royal website. The fact that Jordan now needs yet another reform project suggests how badly these past efforts failed, resulting in a serious credibility deficit. A September 2021 poll by the Center for Strategic Studies at Jordan University showed that 68 percent of the citizenry did not trust the latest royal reform commission, and only 17 percent believed it would achieve desirable political change.

But two features make the current episode distinctive. First, the committee was born in especially dire circumstances, assembling in the tense months following the April controversy with Prince Hamzah and amidst the worsening economic crisis. The Hamzah controversy elicited fears within the palace due to the perception that his criticisms of political corruption and economic mishandling by the national leadership were becoming too popular. It therefore juxtaposed internal palace disagreements with rising levels of public anger over worsening authoritarian abuses and economic inequality. The crisis paradoxically became the most censored issue in the national press but also the most talked-about topic in private quarters. It plucked a raw nerve and, more than any protest since the Arab Uprisings, hinted at the urgency of reform within the royal establishment.

Second, the committee itself recognized the enormity of its task. Its very title, the Royal Committee to Modernize (in Arabic, tahdeeth) the Political System, is potent, for the term “modernize” signaled a begrudging concession that Jordan’s political order had become dangerously disconnected from society. Its 92-person-strong membership also represented one of the largest royal committees ever formed and included dozens of oppositionists from most ideologi-

4. All the discussion papers were posted on the king’s website: “Discussion Papers,” His Majesty King Abdullah II ibn Al Hussein, accessed February 4, 2022, https://kingabdullah.jo/en/vision/discussion-papers
cal currents.\(^6\) Certainly, these “oppositionists” were not revolutionaries; there were no advocates of ridding Jordan of the Hashemites. Still, unlike past royal reform commissions, this one included members of social and political movements that had loudly criticized the government in the past, such as the Muslim Brotherhood’s Islamic Action Front (IAF) party as well as members of leftist and liberal movements. Also unlike past iterations, it was no closed-door exercise. The committee held numerous dialogues with civil society stakeholders, such as the professional syndicates, and showed a surprising degree of transparency in its deliberations.\(^7\) Finally, in contrast to previously vague reform talk, the committee attached a measurable timeline to its vision: Democracy would come in a decade.


\(^7\) The committee’s website contains all of its proposals and internal documentation: https://tahdeeth.jo/.
III. WEIGHING THE REFORMS

Split into six subcommittees on elections, parties, constitutional amendments, local administration, youth, and women, the committee delivered a mountain of recommendations. As mentioned, the government ignored some of the proposed constitutional amendments. For instance, it rejected ideas to include health care, economic opportunity, and environmental protections as fundamental rights. Nonetheless, a core set of nearly two dozen proposed amendments survived the governmental review process and were ultimately ratified by parliament.

The most important reforms involved overhauling the framework for parliamentary elections with the goal of gradually transforming Jordan's political system into a constitutional democracy. The plan is to gradually increase, over the next few election cycles, the number of legislative seats awarded to a national party list. This change is expected to reduce the number of independent (that is, non-party affiliated) members of parliament, who currently dominate the lower house and often are conservatives, such as tribal notables and businesspersons who generally align with government positions. The idea is that, eventually, parliament should be filled with nothing but lawmakers from political parties—and in turn, those parties would gain the long-awaited power to form a government, to select a prime minister, and to undertake all the other desiderata of parliamentary democracy.

These changes, in turn, require stronger political parties, which—with the exception of the Muslim Brotherhood’s IAF—have been chronically weak in Jordanian politics. Hoping to inspire more public involvement in party organizations, the royal committee recommended reducing current financial and political restrictions on party mobilization while stipulating that youth and women should each constitute 20 percent of parties’ memberships. It also recommended lowering the age of candidacy for elected office from 30 to 25 years and increasing or creating various female quotas, among a dizzying litany of other changes. On other fronts, the committee recommended that judicial bodies such as the Integrity and Anti-Corruption Committee be tasked with scrutinizing the financial affairs of government officials in a bid to reduce endemic graft and corruption, that the judiciary’s capacity be enhanced to uphold electoral transparency, and that power be decentralized to locally elected municipal councils more rapidly.

---


From October through January, political salons across the capital, Amman, furiously debated the proposed changes. Reasons for doubt were self-evident since, historically, few autocratic regimes concede power gracefully. The last time that Jordan's parliament picked the prime minister and formed the cabinet was the mid-1950s, and that democratic glimmer ended with a draconian crackdown that resulted in a 30-year ban on political parties. In light of that experience, some Jordanians doubted that their ruling elites could stomach the idea of transferring all their prerogatives, from foreign policy to budgetary priorities, to a fully elected government.  

Some of those fears have already come true. Before parliament convened throughout December and January to mull over the royal committee’s proposals, the government inserted several of its own amendments onto the legislative agenda. Those government-backed amendments were ratified by parliament at the same time as the committee’s recommendations, but they pulled in the opposite direction. One such amendment, for example, reinforced the king’s sole authority to appoint the senior ranks of the royal court, security services, and judiciary—the coercive and legal pillars of authoritarian rule. Another established a “national security and foreign policy council” to be convened exclusively by the king and consisting of the prime minister, foreign minister, and interior minister, along with the heads of the military, intelligence directorate, and civil police. This astonished observers, as the new body would oversee Jordan’s military affairs, internal security matters, and all foreign relations. As Oraib Rantawi, a member

of the royal committee, complained, “What’s left for the government? To collect the garbage?”

Cynics see the move as more of the same: Jordan’s royal autocracy seems unwilling to fully commit to constitutional monarchism and so acted to sabotage the process.12 Still, there are reasons for prudent optimism. While previous royal commissions suffered from internal disagreements and isolation from the state, this one remained unified and coherent, giving it more prominence in political discussions.13 Every ministry and key civil society voices (including the Muslim Brotherhood, one vanguard of traditional opposition) embraced its work rather than lambasting it as a showcase for empty rhetoric. King Abdullah, in his capacity as head of state, guaranteed from the start that he would swiftly promulgate all the constitutional amendments. These include the royal committee’s core proposal to make the government more accountable to parliament, rather than to the palace, as is currently the case. Even political parties, most of which have never trusted the regime, astounded observers by buying into the process.14 So too did some veteran political critics, who noted that the committee also provided some of the most scathing critiques about many problems, such as gender inequality and women’s rights, ever witnessed in a public body.15 An unapologetically authoritarian state would have watered down all the proposed amendments or ignored most of them; the fact that this government has conceded some ground to those calling for democratic accountability marks a significant development.

Given the mixed results of the royal committee’s work, Jordan’s regime now bears the responsibility of clawing back its credibility after decades of overpromising and underdelivering on democracy. Following through with the latest reforms therefore requires a steady push to overcome public apathy.

No issue encapsulates public apathy more than elections, the conduit through which the promised constitutional monarchy is to crystallize. For decades, every election for the lower house in the bicameral legislature has been marred by confusing electoral procedures and voting mechanisms. Turnout plummeted to 36.1 percent in the 2016 vote and to 29.9 percent in 2020. Citizens retain little confidence in either parliament or parties, which are seen as glorified talk-shops or hotbeds of corruption rather than as bearers of the popular will. The 2019 Arab Barometer poll showed that only 14 percent of Jordanians held any trust in parliament, and just 7 percent trusted parties.

Since October, Jordan’s state-run media has broadcast constant appeals for citizens to overcome indifference and embrace the royal committee. After all, elections mean little if most people do not vote. Yet such exhortations confuse symptoms for causes. Mass apathy is not the cause of the political system’s doldrums, but rather its sharpest indicator—the perverse result of deeply entrenched barriers to representation that erode the idea that citizens’ participation can change the composition of their government and result in new policies.

One such barrier is electoral malapportionment—the practice of systematically giving one social or political group more weight in elections—which is a sensitive topic wrapped in the unspoken identity politics that divide Jordanian society. Since the end of martial law and the resumption of elections in 1989, malapportionment has structured the electoral framework by which Jordanians elect representatives to the lower house of parliament. Rural districts populated by tribal communities receive far more seats per voter than urban, Palestinian-dominated areas such as the cities of Amman, Irbid, and Zarqa. The southern tribal district of Ma’an, for instance, receives a lower house seat for every 11,000 voters, whereas Amman’s densely populated second district receives a seat for every 67,000 voters.

Such malapportionment is closely related to the tribal-Palestinian divide, which has long been the third rail in Jordanian politics. While the Jordanian constitution theoretically guarantees equality for all citizens, in practice—such as through the electoral law—the state abides by old prejudices that favor tribes as the social foundation of Hashemite rule. Since the 1970s, tribal Jordanians have almost exclusively staffed the civil service, armed forces, and security agencies, while those of Palestinian origin have had relatively little access to the po-

political system, despite making up the majority of the population. Some conservative voices in Jordan also continue to stoke anti-Palestinian xenophobia, warning that regional actors like Israel plan to turn Jordan into an “alternative homeland” for all Palestinians—which, in turn, would eviscerate the standing of tribal Jordanians, who would be made an even smaller minority.

Tellingly, the royal committee did not touch this sensitive issue at all. Yet no democratic process can unfold without addressing this inequality. As critics pointed out in social media discussions, simply pledging to replace malapportioned districting with party-based voting will not rectify the problem of underrepresentation or convince Palestinian-Jordanians to participate in elections. Nor will it assuage the concerns of some tribal groups, who fear their marginalization if a parliamentary government were to accurately reflect Jordan’s mostly Palestinian demography. Such tensions can only be addressed by the monarchy, and this requires more than engineering better elections. It necessitates redefining the meaning of Jordanian citizenship as a vessel of equality. It also requires delicately tackling unsettled historical memories regarding the 1970 Black September civil conflict, which was waged between the Jordanian army and Palestinian militant groups, as well as existing political inequalities in the electoral system that make many Jordanians of Palestinian origin feel that they are, at best, second-class citizens. In short, these issues need more engagement from the king.

V. ENGAGING YOUTH

If surmounting public apathy requires steady commitments and delivery from the monarchy, then defending the current reforms requires continual bottom-up mobilization by youth. Jordan has an extremely young society: Two-thirds of the populace falls under the age of 30. Since the Arab Uprisings, this millennial generation has been the cutting edge of grassroots opposition to the regime. The popular movements they have organized and led, called hirak, have shown significant mobilizational power and, in their quest for dignity and democracy, break the traditional rules of politics in Jordan. They reject elections, shun parties, have no ideological labels, resist repression, and draw support from Jordanians of both Palestinian and tribal backgrounds. Yet, in a telling snub, no hirak activist was invited to join the royal committee, demonstrating the regime’s disdain for their politics.

These activists fear that for all its liberal veneer, the current push for democracy could be soon scuttled or abandoned due to interference from Jordan’s coercive guardians, who loom over this reform process as potential spoilers. This is a delicate point, but a vital one. National security agencies play a dual-headed role in the kingdom. On the one hand, certain institutions like the military, police, and the intelligence service fulfill their public charge by mitigating regional conflicts and stopping terrorist threats. Citizens support them in this regard. One 2018 poll showed that the Jordanian armed forces and police commanded impressive 90 percent and 82 percent public approval ratings, respectively, compared to the 21 percent held by parliament.22

On the other hand, these security institutions also wield enormous influence over domestic politics. Accountable only to the palace, they generally frown upon drastic changes that would devolve power away from the monarchy and toward elected bodies like parliament. They also regularly repress peaceful civic activity that does not represent an actual threat to public safety. Their work has been quite effective. Fear of arrest all but assures that most journalists, writers, and artists self-censor, while threats of prosecution continue to hamper oppositionists and even digital platforms that feature too much government criticism. The pandemic exacerbated this pattern. In July 2020, for instance, security authorities shuttered the one-hundred-thousand-strong teachers’ union in response to its frequent criticism of the government, and in March 2021, the police arrested hundreds of youth activists who defied the pandemic curfew to organize protests marking the decennial of Jordan’s most prominent Arab Uprisings demonstration.

The security institutions stand to lose considerably in a constitutional monarchy, since a parliamentary government resulting from popular elections could theoretically rein them in. For instance, it might undo the Byzantine maze of national security laws that currently restrict many civil liberties. Many young Jordanians thus believe that it was pressure from these institutions that induced the government to introduce its own amendment calling for the royally appointed national security and foreign policy council. For this reason, youth activists question whether high-level political changes will trickle down to make an impact within their lives. For many in the hirak, it suggests that the reform process is a Trojan horse, not the turning of an authoritarian page. They view it as a calculated effort to gut their activism by keeping intact existing restrictions on civic freedoms, while encouraging them to join official parties whose actual influence may prove far less than promised.

Justifiably, young people’s worries extend as much into the economy as politics. Last summer, overall youth unemployment reached a staggering 50 percent, with the figure for young women reaching almost 75 percent. 23 With the Jordanian state suffering perennial fiscal emergencies mitigated only by massive foreign aid, authorities have no solutions for job scarcity, rising living costs, and shrinking social safety nets. The regime’s reformist gamble hence might be interpreted as offering political rights in lieu of economic relief. The gamble assumes that the promise of constitutional monarchy will be enough to mollify their demands. But that bargain will fail if young Jordanians believe that political rights on paper do not translate into more breathing room to create, mobilize, and dissent in their day-to-day lives.

VI. THE AMERICAN FACTOR

Combined with top-down commitments from the regime and bottom-up pressures from society, Jordan’s reformist prospects can benefit from American nudging. While the United States cannot, and should not, single-handedly implant democracies in foreign lands, it also cannot stay silent when new political openings appear. In the current situation, the United States should more strongly pressure Jordanian powerholders to honor the promise of constitutional monarchy—not because it is what Washington may wish, but because it is what the king himself has pledged through the reform process.

Foreign policy in Jordan—a small, resource-poor, and nearly landlocked state—has always been oriented around regime survival by crafting strategic alliances that seek to minimize immediate threats. The singular goal is not creating enduring friendships with any country (excepting the United States and other aid donors) but rather opportunistically ensuring that it seldom picks the losing side in a major conflict or dispute. That instinct underlies most major foreign policy decisions, such as the 1994 peace treaty with Israel. It also explains the recent normalization of ties with Syria—not despite calling for Bashar al-Assad to step down during the Syrian civil war, Jordan now sees an Assad-run Syria as a viable partner for trade, border issues, and the eventual repatriation of Jordan’s Syrian refugees.24 And, above all, it explains Jordan’s reliance upon the United States.

Since the late 1950s, the United States has been Jordan’s leading Western patron. While the U.S.-Jordanian relationship has waxed and waned, the decades since the Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty have been marked by strategic intimacy and massive U.S. backing for the regime. King Abdullah enjoys bipartisan support in the U.S. Congress and was the first Arab head of state to visit Presidents Obama, Trump, and Biden after each took office. Amman receives record high levels of annual aid from Washington—currently $425 million in military assistance and nearly $1.1 billion in economic support, much of the latter through cash grants (a rare form of U.S. foreign aid), that ensure the perennially insolvent Jordanian treasury stays afloat.25 The 2021 U.S.-Jordanian Defense Cooperation Agreement also guarantees that America’s current military presence will expand further, with the ancillary benefit of giving the kingdom strong protection from external threats.

Jordanian officials greeted the Biden administration enthusiastically after falling out with President Donald Trump’s White House over its provocative “deal of the century” project. That project eviscerated the prospects for a viable and sovereign Palestinian state centered upon the West Bank, which is a non-negotiable objective for the Jordanian regime. It triggered old fears that the deal’s backers, such as Israel and Saudi Arabia, would see Jordan as an alternative

---

homeland for all Palestinians. Even so, Biden’s early declaration to “center” human rights and democracy in his foreign policy, including in the Middle East, raised eyebrows in Jordan. Some Jordanians predicted that their leadership would respond to Biden’s pro-democratic rhetoric by pledging new political changes, which may partly explain the creation of the royal reform committee. The Biden administration, however, never directed its lofty rhetoric toward Jordan, at least in public; instead, during the Prince Hamzah affair it doubled down on its rhetorical support for the regime. By the time King Abdullah visited the White House in July 2021, the Biden administration’s official line was continuing the familiar policy of maintaining full political support, close-knit diplomacy, and generous aid flows to shore up Hashemite stability in a chaotic region. Since then, the U.S. administration has not publicly commented on the royal reform committee or on the constitutional amendments that resulted from it. When Jordanian Foreign Minister Ayman Safadi visited Washington in January 2022, the purpose was to hammer out a new multi-year foreign aid package, not to discuss the kingdom’s internal politics and democratic reforms.

This public silence about Jordanian political reforms follows past patterns. Democratic

Jordanian activists and reformists alike, however, see a role for modest and consistent American pressure in the coming years. Rather than staying silent about the prospects for Jordanian democracy, the United States can prod along successful reforms with positive—and public—reinforcement and follow-through to mass clear that democratization is a priority in the relationship. Frequent engagements, from set-piece diplomacy to attaching aid-based incentives, can help keep the regime honest on this reform agenda, oppositionists encouraged, and the reform issue central in Jordan’s public sphere.

These engagements need not be drastic, but they must be visible. For instance, the Biden administration can make Jordanian democratization a public talking point in its next meetings with King Abdullah. It can also begin by conditioning economic assistance on political reforms, such as promising to increase its financial grants if the regime meets the democratic benchmarks set by its own constitutional amendments. Such pressures alone will not transform the kingdom. Yet they might serve as a tipping point, or at least an amplifying factor that may encourage many Jordanians, including youth activists, to continue protesting and pressuring their powerholders to follow through.
VII. CONCLUSION

Jordan faces two diverging pathways. The first is the most familiar: As in the past, democratic promises might lose steam in the coming years due to a combination of public and U.S. apathy and regime backtracking and be either denuded or completely forgotten, thereby instigating another cycle of crisis and reform. The second pathway is more monumental, but also far more difficult. Top-down commitments from the regime, bottom-up mobilization from a youthful society, and strong U.S. encouragement may break the impasse and help inaugurate the democratic future invoked by the royal committee and promised by the king himself. Unless the kingdom moves forward on this second pathway, the next generation of Jordanian activists and critics will look back upon this period not as a milestone of political change, but as just another red herring in the unending struggle against authoritarianism.